Record of Issue of License to Marry

District of: Smith Hills..........................County of: Hawaii

License Issued by: James W. Min Date of License: 26 July 1923
Name of Male: William Baptiste Oliveira Age: 22
Nationality: Portuguese Residence: Honolulu
Name of Father: John B. Oliveira Maiden Name of Mother: Mary Baptiste
Race: Portuguese
Birthplace of Father: Madura, Portugal Birthplace of Mother: Madura, Portugal
Name of Female: Alice Botelho Age: 16
Nationality: Portuguese Residence: Honolulu
Name of Father: August Botelho Maiden Name of Mother: Mary Madeiros
Race: Portuguese
Birthplace of Father: Cahu, Portugal Birthplace of Mother: San Miguel, Portugal
Names of Witnesses: Joe Madeiros Jr. and Mrs. Joe Madeiros Jr.
Place of Marriage: Smith Hills
Ceremony to be Performed by: Rev. Father James Beissel

Copy sent to Registrar of Marriages this

26 day of July, 1923
District of: Smith Hills County of: Hawaii

(Signed) James W. Min
Agent to Grant Marriage Licenses.